In a previous note [6] we found a partial solution to the problem of the semisimplicity of group algebras by proving that, if K is a semisimple commutative algebra over the rationals and
G is an SN-group as defined in [5] .
The main ideas and methods used in this note are, essentially, the same ones used in [6] . The earlier theorem connecting homology and semisimplicity is now replaced by Lemma 2, which applies relative cohomology to be able to use the chain method given by Lemma 3. The connection theorem of §2 and Lemma 3 are used to prove, furthermore, that the problem of the semisimplicity of the group algebras is reduced to the case of groups G satisfying G= [G, G], 1. Notations. Ring will mean associative ring with unit and a subring will always contain the unit of the big ring. In a ring, radical and semisimplicity are meant in the sense of [3] , i.e., a ring will be called semisimple if its Jacobson radical is zero. If A is a ring, the radical of A will be noted by Rad (A).
In Relative Cohomology we shall follow [2] . In particular, if R is a ring and S a subring, d(R, S) =0 means that every i?-module is (R, 5)-projective, that is, every exact sequence of it-modules which splits as a sequence of S-modules, splits as a sequence of i?-modules too.
2. The connecting theorem. Let S'be a normal subgroup in a group G, and suppose {gi} is a complete set of representatives of G/S in G, then {gi} is a basis of K(G) as a i£(S)-module.
We shall say that the pair (G, S)k verifies the condition (A) Let K(G) be the group algebra generated by any group G over a commutative ring K. It is a well known result that, if a= 2*»2» (kiEK, giEG) belongs to the radical of K(G) and S is any subgroup of G containing the set {gi}, then a is in the radical of K(S). In fact, it is sufficient to see that the quasi-inverse of a is in K(S). Let j3 be the quasi-inverse of a, i.e. a+/3-a/3 = 0. If {ft,-} is a fixed set of representatives of the left cosets of G modulo S, then (3= 2t>^/ (7,£7£(S)), and a+/3-a/3 = 0 implies (if we call h0 = l) a+70-070 = 0 and 7,-«7y = 0. Since a is quasi-regular, (1-a)7,=0 implies 7,=0 (jVO), and PEK(S).
This result leads to the following lemma: Lemma 1. Let G be a group and S a normal subgroup of G. If for every S' such that G^S'^S and S'/S is finitely generated, all pairs (S', S)k verify property (A), then (G, S)kE&-In fact, since every element of K(G) is in some K(S'), the previous reasoning applies directly.
The following lemma is the main tool of this note. Its applications to group algebras will allow us to prove the theorems on semisimplicity of the next section. Then, W, as a P-module, is a direct sum W= 2©M<®^-Moreover, u,® V is semilinearly isomorphic to V (it may be obtained from V by p o v = Oi(p) -v) and so Ui® Vis irreducible too. Thus, W is completely reducible as a P-module.
Let U be any 7?-submodule of W, then the exact sequence 0-*U->W->W/U-^0 splits as a sequence of P-modules. Since d(R, P) =0, it also splits as a sequence of P-modules, i.e., every submodule has a complement in W, that is, W is completely reducible as an P-module. Thus, RadPW = 0.
Let ^w,-p<£Rad R, then ^UipiW=0. In particular, for every m£l®F, ^Mip,--m = 0, that is, y$2uipi(l®v)=^lui<8)piv=0, then £,-i>=0 for every vE V, hence p,€E Rad P (1 ^i^»). This result has a direct application to group algebras in the following way: Given a class S of groups, a normal system 2Jf in G will be called a S-normal system if 5«+i/5«G6 for every jump (Sa+i, Sa) in the system.
The following lemma will be used to apply the results of the previous section to prove the semisimplicity of K(G) when G has a Snormal system and & is the set of all groups which are locally finite over their centers.
A group G is called locally finite over its center C if the quotient group G/C is locally finite. is exact and Sa+i/SaE&, then 2*/«£»' Rad K(Sa). The proof of/iGRad K(S) follows by induction on the length of y. fiZi (because Sa/S has also a E-normal chain). By multiplying 2"/«£«' DY ST1 and repeating the process we obtain /,-GRad K(S) (1 £j£n), that is, (G, S)KEA.
Since the previous proof is, evidently, valid for descending chains, we can prove: Corollary 2. Let 1->S-*G-»77->1 be an exact sequence of groups and H free abelian. If K is uniquely divisible by some integer p, then (G, S)KEA.
In fact, if H is free abelian, we have the descending chain H = ZXZXZX ■ ■ ■ , Hi = Zp X Zp X Zp X ■ ■ • , H2 = Zpi X Zpi X Zpi X ■ ■ ■ , P3 = Z"' X Zpi X Zpi X ■ ■ ■ . with f)H{ = (1) and Hn/Hn+1 locally finite. Theorem 2. Let l-+S->G^>H-+l be an exact sequence of groups.
If K is a commutative algebra over the rationals and H is locally finite over the center, then (G, S)kEA.
Proof. By Lemma 5 of [6] , if C is the center of H, H has the fol- According to the definition given by Kurosh [5, p. 182 ], a group G is called an SN-group ii it has a ©-normal system where £ is the class of all commutative groups. We shall call GSN-group a group G having a S*-normal system where S* is the class of all groups which are locally finite over their centers.
By combining Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 we obtain Theorem 3. If K is a semisimple commutative algebra over the rationals and G is a GSN-group, then the group algebra K(G) is semisimple.
Let 35 be the derived series of a group G and 5 the intersection of all subgroups of G forming®, then G/S is an SN-group and 5= [S, S].
Then, Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 lead to Theorem 4. Suppose K is a commutative semisimple algebra over the rationals. If K(S) is semisimple for every group S such that S= [S, S], then K(G) is semisimple for every arbitrary group G. Remark 1. Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 give, also, an alternate proof of the semisimplicity of K(G) when G is a free group and if is a semisimple algebra over the rationals. In fact, the derived series of G has intersection {l} [5, p. 38 ]. Furthermore, the class <&N can be enlarged by adding all free groups. Remark 2. Theorem 2 gives a new proof of the result of [6] , just by taking S=l.
